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Fluctuations in the number V~T of photons passing through an area ~ during a long
interval of time T are considered. The mean (VLT), the mean square «(AVLT)2), and
the space correlation functions for V~T are found for a coherent monochromatic source
and the for radiation from a thermal source transmitted through a narrow-band filter.
For light propagating in free space and when ~ »A2, the predicted values are in agreement with photon counting. The transverse correlation length for a plane wave is of the
order of A when ~«A2 and of the order of fL when ~ »A2. The quantities (vL;T) and
«( AV~T )2) for a diffraction pattern due to an aperture are calculated in the scalar approximation. The transverse correlation length for V2jT turns out to be of the same
order as the size of the diffraction lobe and «(Av~T)2)/(V~T) < 1 if ~ is small in comparison with the size of the central diffraction peak.

1. INTRODUCTION
The statistics of photon counting has been discussed
in a lar~e number of papers (see, for example, the monographs 1,2]). Most of these are based on the so-called
quantum correlation functions which are the mean values
of normally ordered operators. This definition of the
correlation functions is connected with the fact that it is
precisely in this form that they appear when the interaction of radiation with the photodetector medium is
considered. By virtue of their definition, therefore, the
quantum correlation functions are very convenient for
the description of the statistics of photoelectrons or, in
other words, the statistics of photon counting.
There is, however, another method suitable for the
description of the free electromagnetic field that does
not interact with a medium. This is based on studying
the operator representing the number of photons which
have passed through a given area.
It is well known (see, for example, [3]) that the particle current-density vector cannot be introduced for the
electromagnetic field photons. However, it is possible
to introduce an operator corresponding to the number
of photons which have passed through a given area ~
in an infinite period of time (or a sufficiently long
period of time T). [4] This operator is of the form
\1,,(r,t)=

Sf d'p

T/2

J

np=O,

(1)

,~)S d'pd'q(e,(p)e,,(q)) ~::

(2)

d-rnJ(r+p,t+,;),

-T/2

where
J(r,t)= 8:'

x exp[ -i(p - q)r + ic(p - q)tla,+(p)adq).

In these expressions p= Ipl, eA(p) (A= 1,2) are unit vectors satisfying the conditions p'eA(p)=O, ex(p)eA'(p)
= on', and the creation and annihilation operators a~(p)
and aA(p) satisfy the commutation relations
(3)

The time T in Eq. (1) must be long enough to enable us
to replace the factor exp[ic(p-q)t] in Eq. (2) with the
delta function o(p-q) when the integral is evaluated.
When this is so, then, as shown in

[4\ the integral

.t';:J;JdT becomes a time integral of the space part of
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a 4-fector, although J itself is not the component of the
4-vector and cannot, therefore, be the photon current
density (J can be referred to as the photon current
quasidensity). We note in this connection that the fact
that operators such as J cannot be regarded as the
photon current-density operators was noted by Pauli.[5]
However, space averages of operators of this kind have
been used by Mandel. [6J In contrast to the latter, the
operator v~T can be used to investigate in greater detail not the time but the space structure of the photon
current.
In the ensuing analysis we shall need the following
expression for the vector potential operator:
A(r,/.)= l/hc

L:.S d~ e,(p)[c"p(ipr-icpt)a,(p)

2rr,

VI'

+ exp(-ipr + icpt)a,+(p) J.

( 4)

Equation (1) refers to the electromagnetic field in
empty space. If, on the other hand, we consider a field
in a medium with a given refractive index (this is
meaningful when the wavelength is much greater than
the interatomic distances) then in the derivation of the
expression for J we must use solutions of Maxwell's
equations for a medium with given n(r) instead of the
plane-wave expansions. This was done in our previous
paper[7] in the approximation where the analySiS can
be restricted to a single polarization. We note, moreover, that, in the case of the scalar field in free space,
the same approach was developed by Holliday and Sage.[8J
In the present paper we shall consider photon statistics
in the diffraction pattern, and will again restrict our
analysis to the scalar approximation. We shall analyze
the problem in which the boundary conditions for the
field are given on certain curfaces ("screens") whilst
outside the screens n = 1. Let u(k, r) be a solution of
,;'.u(k, r)

+k

2

u(k, r)

= 0,

( 5)

which satisfies the necessary boundary conditions and
corresponds to the incidence on the screen of the wave
uo(k, r)=(21Tr 3 / 2 exp(ik·r). We note that the quantity k
in the function u(k, r) is not the wave vector for the
mode u(k, r), but a parameter which has the significance
of the wave vector of that incident wave which excites
this particular mode. The expression for J in the case
of arbitrary u(k, r) is[7]
)
J(
r, t = 2c

(p, q, r)
Sd'p Sd"q m p+q
cxp[i(q -

p)ctJa+«J)a(p),
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(6)
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cordance with the above remarks about the choice of T,
we obtain

where
1

m(p,(/,r)= 2i[u'(<r,r)Vu(p,r)-u(p,r)Vu'(<r,r)],

(7)

[~(p).a+(<r)j=6(p-q).

(8)

We note that in Eq. (6) the operators a, a+ are the
photon creation and annihilation operators for the mode
u(k, r) and not for photons with wave number k, as in
Eq. (3).
In the next section we shall consider the statistical
properties of the quantity llLT in free space for coherent and thermal radiations, and will show that they
are identical with the photon counting characteristics.
In the third section we shall consider the diffraction of
light by an aperture, and will determine the statistical
characteristics llLT for the diffraction pattern, which
differ from the corresponding quantities in free space.

2. STATISTICS OF FLUCTUATIONS IN THE
NUMBER OF PHOTONS IN FREE SPACE
We begin by considering the mean
(9)

(v,,> "" (zlvirlz>

and the correlation function
B(r, t; r', t') = (zlv,,(r, t)vu(r', t') Iz>
_ (zlv,,(r, t) Iz>(zlv,,(r', t') Iz>

(10)

for the quantity llLT in the coherent state I z).
We note that the correlation function introduced in
this way differs from the quantum correlation functions
constructed from normally ordered field operators because llLTllLT' includes the unordered product a+aa+a.
If in Eq. (10) we took instead of llLTllLT' the normally
ordered quantity, then in the coherent states we would
obtain B = O. The fact that B is not zero is connected
with the fact that the operators a, a+ do not commute,
Le., we are dealing with a purely quantum-mechanical
effect. We note that Eq. (10) corresponds to definitions
of correlation functions and averaging operations which
are standard in probability theory1) and in quantum
mechanics. We now consider the coherent state Iz) for
which
a,(p) Iz> =z,(p) Iz>,

(zla,+(p) =z:(p)(zl,

<zlz> = 1,

(11)

and the special case of a monochromatic coherent state
with fixed polarization for which

+ k) ,
p +k ] (e,(p)e,(k»'
••'" 2
P
x Il(p - k) [V(p.J.) I'exp[i(k - p) (r - r/) j.

/ik.ES
d'p [
~

A'fL'
B(r,t; r',I')= 32n 3

n(

Here Pl =p-n(n 'p), n=k/k,

~

V(p.J.)==

Hexp(ip.J.p)d'p.

.

Iz.1 = nA I Yftck,

( 13)

which is obtained if we use Eq. (4) to find (z IA Iz) and
then (zIElz) for the coherent state described by Eq. (12).
Taking the average of Eq. (1) over the states given by
Eq. (11), and using Eqs. (12) and (13), we obtain the following expression (for n = k/k):
(Vu> = A2TL 18nftk.

(14)

It is readily verified that (llLT) is equal to the ratio of

energy transmitted through L in a time T to the energy nck of a single photon.

( 16)

The function V describes the Fraunhofer diffraction by
the aperture L.
If we suppose that L is a circle of radius R, then

I V (P.l.) I' =

(17)

[2J, (P.J.R) I p"Rj',

where J 1 is the Bessel function.
We note that the presence in Eq. (15) of integration
with respect to p and summation over A means that
virtual photons of other modes and polarizations (Le.,
other than the exciting ones) contribute to the fluctuations.
Substituting Eq. (17) in Eq. (15), using spherical polar
coordinates with the polar axis along k, and assuming
that
e,(k) = (1,0,0), e,(k) = (0, 1,0), k = (0,0, k),
p = p{sin Hcos <p, sinHsin<p, cos a),
e', (p) = (cos <p cos a, sin <p cos a, -sin!l).
e, (p) = (-sin <p, cos <p, 0),

we find, after integration with respect to the radial coordinate, the following expression for the transverse
(p=r-r'lk) correlation function:
. A 'kTi:' •
•
B.J.(p)= - - . - sin ada dq;(1 + cos a)'(cos' 'I' cos' a + sin' '1')
128n'ft • .
. -n
X [2J,{kRsin 6) IkR sin aj' expl -'-ikp sin a cos 'I' J.

S

S

(18)

Let us consider the special cases kR« 1 and kR» 1.
When kR« 1 then for all

e we

have

[2J l(kR sin e)/kR sin e]2 '" 1, and we can neglect this factor. As a result, we obtain an integral which contains
only one dimensionless parameter, namely, kp. Hence,
it follows that Bl(P)=f(kp), Le., when kR«1 the correlation length for llLT is the wavelength A.
Assuming, on the other hand, that p = 0, and evaluating the integral of the trigonometric functions, we find
that for kR« 1

(12)
The constant Zo can be expressed in terms of the
amplitude A of the electric field (z I E Iz) = e1A sin(k' r
- kct + cp) as follows:

(15)

(19)

Hence, using Eq. (14), we have

«6" ..)'>
(v,,>

=_7_ k ,'f:« 1.
30n

«6" .. )'>
fl'''''

(Vn)'

.

56 ftk'

=30 A'T

(20a)
(20b)

It is clear from Eq. (20a) that, when kR« 1, the ratio

«(~llLT)2)/(llLT) is very different from unity, which is
characteristic for the Poisson distribution. It follows
from Eq. (20b) that for R« A the magnitude of the relative fluctuations {32 is independent of R and remains
finite when R- 0, whereas, for the Poisson distribution
{32=(llLTr 1- oo as R-O.

We now determine B(r, t; r', t'). Using Eqs. (2),
(3), (11), (12), and (13), and replacing the double integralof exp[-i(p-k)c(T2- T 1)] by 21TC- 1To(p-k) in ac-

We shall now consider the case when kR» 1. Here,
because the factor [2J l(kR sin e)/kR sin e]2 decreases
rapidly as e increases, the main contribution to the integral is provided by the small-angle region e < (kR)-l
«1. In this region we may suppose that sin e '" e,
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cos () :::: 1, and the integral can be evaluated between 0
and 00. Evaluating the integral with respect to cP, and
substituting u = kR(}, we obtain
, A'T~
B (p)=-.-:
16nlik

.L

We now confine our attention to the mean square of the
fluctuations in the number of photons B{r, r)=«Av~T)2>,
and consider the special case when F{p) describes a
quasimonochromatic plane wave of the form

·frUI(a)}"
- - . - . ./, (P
- a ) adu.
u

o

F(p) =F~(p.L)f(pn),

R

The integral in this expression can be evaluated and the
result is

'T~

B.L(p)=

\

[1

A8nhk { 2 --;arccos

(Tif
P) -

r 1

f(pJ=

p,/
'. ( 2R
p ) ']}. if
.
Y 1'-

p <.2R,

if

p>2R.

2H

o

(21)
The function in the curly braces is the common area of
two intersecting circles of radii R, whose centers are
separated by the distance p, divided by 1TR2. Thus, when
R» A, the correlation function for V~T is nonzero only
when the areas ~1 and ~2 intersect, and is proportional
to the relative intersection area.
Substituting p=O in Eq. (21), we obtain
(22a)
(22b)
Therefore, when R» A the ratio of «;lv~T)2> and (~T>
corresponds to the Poisson distribution.
If we now consider the dependence of the relative
fluctuations {32 = (32(R) on R, we find that as R decreases from its initial value, which is large in comparison with A, the quantity If increases as R- 2, in
accordance with Eq. (22b), but this increase terminates
when R-A [see Eq. (20b)].

l°

t.w

if

Ipx-kl <,~,

if

Ip,-lel >

(26)

"'W.
2c

In these expressions Aw is the radiation frequency
band. We shall consider the case where k2~» 1. The
calculations can be readily completed if TAW» 1 or
wii 1 « T «(Aw)-\ where Wo = ck. In the first case, if
we evaluate the integral in Eq. (25), we obtain
. [ 1+ 2n\i"
«t.vu)l>=\iu
T"'w ]

(
1)
1t.w:»

(27)

where liLT = (41T 3 r 1 cT~Fotlw. We note that the numerical coefficient in front of the second term in Eq. (27),
which is 21T in our case, depends on the form of the
function f{px).
The first term in Eq. (27) is due to the fact that the
operators a+ and a do not commute, and gives the quantum fluctuations in the photon number. The second term
is due to classical fluctuations in ZA' When TAw »v~T,
Eq. (27) becomes identical with the corresponding expression for the Poisson distribution.

wo

1 «T«{tlw)-1 the function f(Px) is sharper
When
than the function
Til

2:

f cxp[i(p -

q) c'tl dr,

-T/2

which in Eq. (25) is approximated by the delta function
Holliday and Sage[B1 have calculated «;l~T)2> for
o{p-q). USing this together with Eq. (25), we can
kR» 1 in the case of a scalar field, but their result does
readily show that
not agree with the formula «A~T?>=(v~T>. This is so
because the sensitivity factor was introduced by them into
(28)
the operator v~T in a fashion which was not wholly
correct.
where, as before, ~T = (41T 3 1 cT~ F oAW. Equation (28)
The longitudinal correlation functions can be concorresponds to the Bose-Einstein distribution, and the
sidered in a similar way, and it turns out that the longifactor 1/2 appears because of the presence of photons
tudinal correlation length for V~T is of the order of cT.
with two independent polarizations. 2)
Let us now consider the statistical properties of ranIt is clear from the above example that the main redom (thermal) radiation. Here, it is well known (see[1,21) lationships for the statistical properties of the fluctuathat we may assume that the eigenvalue ZA(P) in Eq. (11)
tions in the number of photons in free space, obtained
is a random Gaussian function with the following propwith the aid of the operator ~T, are identical with the
erty (the bar over the symbols represents averaging over corresponding results for photon counting statistics
the set of possible realizations of ZA):
reported in [1,21.

r

z>lp) =0,

z,(p)z,.(q) =0,

z,(p)z,,'(q) =tJ".6(p-q)F(p).

(23)

3. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF vl:;T IN THE
CASE OF DIFFRACTION

The function F{p) defines the spectral composition of
the radiation. Since ZA is normal, we have from Eq.
(23)
z,: (k,)z,; (k,)z"(k,)z,, (k,,)

=

z,: (k,)Z,,(k,) z,: (k,) z,,(k,)

(24)

+ z,: (k,) z,,(k,.) z,; (k,) z,,(k,).

For random fields the first and second moments must
be additionally averaged over ZA:
B(r" r2)

Iz>
Iz> <zlv"(r,,t,) Iz>.

;--~--~~--~~

=

<zlv"(r,, t,)v"(r,, t,)

-<zlv"(r,,t,)

Using Eqs. (3), (11), (23), and (24), we obtain
c

B(r" r,}= ( - )
8n'1

--S
d PS d'l] ~ (e,(p)e,.(q»2 6(p c
.l.-J

'2nT~'

3

.

n(p+Cj)]'

x [ -----p+q
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q)

(25)

I V(P.L - !J.L) I'exp[i(p - 'I) (r, - r,) ][F(p)F(Cj) + F(p)
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The statistical properties of v~T in the case of diffraction differ from the corresponding properties in free
space. In this section we shall consider as an example
the diffraction of light by a rectangular aperture. To
simplify the calculations we shall consider the scalar
approximation. The operator J is then given by Eqs.
(6)-{8). We must first find the function u(k, r) which
satisfies Eq. (5), the boundary conditions on the screen,
and the radiation conditions corresponding to the incidence of a plane wave uo(k, r)=(21Tr 3/2 exp(ik·r). As
the first approximation to the solution of this problem
we shall take the solution obtained by the Kirchhoff
method in the Fraunhofer diffraction zone. If the aperture lies in the x = 0 plane, and the lengths of its edges
V. U. Zavorotnyi and V. I. Tatarskii
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are 2a and 21 along the y and z axes, respectively,
then for x» ka2, x »kf we have

the assumption that L:; «(>CX)2/S. Therefore, the ratio of
«( ~VL:;T )2) and (VL:;T) in the diffraction pattern is very
p Sexp(ipx) [(
PZ)] [(
py)]
different from unity, which is characteristic for the
u(p,r)=
.
Y ,
S
P3-~ I S
p,-~ a.
(29)
Poisson distribution. In this respect, the formula given
2m
8" x
x
x
.
by Eq. (35) IS
analogous to Eq. ( 20a ) for free space. In
where S = 4a1 is the area of the aperture and s(x) = sin x/x. both cases, the ratio «( ~L:;T)2)/(vL:;T) is less than unity
in the ratio of L:; to R cor , where Rcor is the correlaT
Evaluating m(p, q, r) near the axis ay« x 2, 1z «r, we
obtain
tion length for the photon current. The difference lies
only in the fact that for a plane wave in free space
p+q
(30)
R~or- >c2 , and in the diffraction pattern R~or - (AX?/S.
m,(p, q, r)=--2-u(P, r)u'(q, r).
The ratio «(~IJL:;T)2)/(VL:;T) in the diffraction pattern will
The expression for Jx(r, t) then assumes the form
approach unity if the size of the control area L:; is much
greater than (AX)2/S.
I. (r, t) = c Sd'p Sd'qu (p, r) u' (q, r)exp[ic (p - q) t ]a+ (p)a (q). (31)
A similar result can be obtained for a random field
The mean value (vL:;T) = (z IVL:;T I z) calculated with alif the spectrallinewidth and the angular width of the beam
lowance for Eqs. (29) and (31) for the monochromatic
are so small that the mean diffraction pattern is not
coherent state
sheared out and T ~ » 1.
z(p)=

,/2ck

V-Il-AIl(p-k),

(32)

k=(k,O,O),

where A is the amplitude of the corresponding analytical signal, is given by
2c'kA'T~
(\',,>=

(2:1)"1l

kS'

(--;-)s'(a)s'(~)'

(33)

In this expression a = kay/x, f3 =-klz/x, and the area L:;
must satisfy the condition L:;« (AX)2 /S, which means that
the control area must occupy a small fraction of the diffraction maximum. It is clear from Eq. (33) that (VL:;T)
follows the intensity distribution in the classical diffraction pattern.
We must now consider the space correlation function
TI'

K(r" r,) =

SS dt, dt, {(zl/,(r" t,)/,(r"

t,) Iz) - (zl/,(r" t,) Iz) (zl/~(r" t,) Iz)}

When the size of the aperture is small in comparison
with the wavelength, the scalar and vector Kirchhoff apprOXimations become unacceptable in the diffraction
problem. In this case, one can use the approximate solution of the problem of diffraction of electromagnetic
waves by a circular aperture of radius a« >c in a perfectly conducting plane (see, for example, [9]). Using
this solution, it can be shown with the aid of Eq. (2) that,
instead of Eq. (35), we now have
«Llv zT )')
•

-

'2.S . ( a .. )' .

(VET) - - -'...:

.

(AX)'Jc

(36)

It is clear from this formula that, in the case of diffrac-

tion of electromagnetic waves by a small aperture, the
probability distribution for the photon-flux fluctuations
is even more different from the Poisson distribution
than in the scalar approximation.

_T12

It is interesting to note one further property of the
(the integration over L:;1 and L:;2 will be carried out later).
fluctuations in VL:;T. The function z>c(p) which deterEvaluating the mean values, we obtain
mines the form of a coherent state in free space can be
chosen so that the mean field and the quantity (z IIJL:;TI z)
K(r"r,)= 4nc'kA'T
Il
u'(k,r,)u(k,r,) d'pll(p-k)u(p,r,)u (p,r,) (34)
have the same form as in the case of diffraction of a
coherent wave by an aperture. It then turns out
plane
If we now substitute Eq. (29) into this expression, we
that the ratio «(~VL:;T)2)/(IJL:;T) is equal to unity even
can readily show that the characteristic scales of the
when the corresponding quantity in the diffraction patchange in K along the y and z axes are Yo = AX/2a
tern is very different from unity. Therefore, the statisand Zo = Ax/21. Therefore, the correlation length for the
tical characteristics of the fluctuations in the photon
fluctuations in the photon flux in the diffraction pattern
flux turn out to be different even when the mean values
is of the order of the width of the diffraction lobe.
are equal, depending on the method of producing the field.
If the area L:; satisfies the condition L:; «Yozo = (AX)2/S,
integration with respect to L:; reduces to multiplication
4. CONCLUSION
by L:;, and hence B(rl, r2)=L:;2K(rl, r2). Let us now conIt follows from the above examples that the principal
sider the mean square of the fluctuations at the center
statistical properties of VL:;T for light propagating in free
of the diffraction pattern. Assuming that y = z = 0, and
space are the same as the corresponding quantities for
using the approximate result
photon counting statistics obtained on the basis of quank'S
tum correlation functions. Some differences appear in
--.
S d'plu(p,r) l'll(p-k) " '(2n)'x'
'
the case of the statistics of the number of transmitted
photons in the diffraction pattern.
we find that
c'kA'1~' k'S'
It remains unclear, however, as to how vL:;T could be
«Ll"n) ') =
(2n)'h X l '
measured. It can probably be measured by an ideal
photodetector which reacts to each photon which reaches
If we now use Eq. (33) to express the coefficient in this
it. However, real photodetectors with relatively low
expression in terms of (vL:;T), we obtain
quantum efficiency introduce additional fluctuations, and
the photon counting statistics may differ from the statis«Ll"n)'> = (\In) 2(~:)' .
(35)
tics of the photons reaching the detector. It follows that,
A similar result can be obtained for the more distant
as noted above, the quantity IJL:;T is a characteristic of
diffraction lobes except that the factor 2 will now be abthe free electromagnetic field and is not identical with
sent from the denominator. Equation (35) is obtained on
the number of photon counts.

··s
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OWe note that there is a difference between the Russian and English terminology: in the Russian literature the correlation function is
B = <f(M)f(M'» - <f(M)Xf(M'», whereas in English literature it is
taken to be <f(M)f(M'».
2)In fact, we note that if we substitute v = v, + v 2, where vi is the number
of photons of i-th polarization, and assume that V, = 2 = 02 and that
~ = 0, then for photons of each polarization we have
=
~ (V~This follows fr~m th~ Bos~-Einst~n d~stribution, and hence
t.v· = /lv, + KVf = v, + (v ,)2 + v 2 + (V2)2 = V + (v)2(2, which is
identical with Eq. (28).
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